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SOMMELIER’S CHOICE
                               150ml         750ml

CHAMPAGNE

BRUT

Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin, Yellow Label   NV  75     360
This golden-yellow wine is immediately pleasing to the nose while its complexity explodes on 
the palate. The initial notes of fruit are followed by more discreet aromas of brioche and vanilla.

Billecart-Salmon Brut Rosé   NV  75     360
Lacy in texture, with sleek acidity, this well-knit rosé Champagne offers delicate notes of
blood orange glacé, pickled ginger and oyster shell, revealing a rich hint of grilled nut. The
firm, almost crunchy finish is nicely spiced and lingering.

SPARKLING
Ca’ del Bosco Cuvée Prestige Brut, Franciacorta, Italy  NV  95      460
Offers a sophisticated and stylish presentation with exotic fruit, baked bread, peach cobbler and 
golden delicious apple. This pretty Cuvée offers a great sense of richness and creaminess that 
adds to the fine and silky nature of the perlage. 

ROSÉ
Miraval Rosé, Famille Perrin, Côtes de Provence, France  2020  55     260
Elegance: beautifully fresh, it exudes aromas of fresh fruit, currants and fresh rose with a zest 
of lemon. The refinement continues in the mouth with beautiful liveliness and gourmet notes 
that subtly balance the mineral and saline notes. An irresistible wine that ends with a long finish 
with lemony notes.

WHITE
Sancerre, Domaine De La Perrière, Loire, France  2017  51     240
Bright appearance with green highlights. Well-balanced and fruity on the nose with aromas of 
white flowers, vineyard peach and acacia. On the palate, this wine is supple and well-structured 
and develops mineral and white fruit notes.

Wittmann, Kirchspiel G.G, Trocken, Riesling, Germany     2018  95     460
An enticing fragrance brings together floral and herbal aromas of a summer meadow with
ripe orchard fruit. The flavour is equally diverse, opening with sweet juicy yellow plums on
a viscous palate, but adding tactile mineral notes and a piquant spicy notion to the mind
palate.

Chassagne-Montrachet, Domaine Lucien Muzard, Burgundy, France  2016  105     510
A wine which combines grace with well defined character and a remarkable concentration 
that exudes bouquet of hawthorn blossoms, ripe grapes, marzipan, hazelnut, amber, 
lemon-grass and green apple..

Gavi del Commune di Gavi, Bersano, Piedmont, Italy   2018  45     210
The bouquet is characteristic and fragrant, with hints of pineapple and peach, and a note of 

apricot. Rich and full in the mouth with a long fruity and persistent aftertaste. 
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RED
Pommard Les Cras Vieilles Vignes, Domaine Lucien Muzard, Burgundy, France   2015  101     490
Les Cras produces wines with a densely concentrated palate, marked by sweet blueberry
and plum fruit, fine yet powerful tannins and a long minerally finish.

Château Sociando-Mallet, Cru Bourgeois, Haut-Médoc, Bordeaux, France  2014  95     460
Outstanding nose. Very intense blackberry and raspberry fruit, fine delineation and tension,
a real humdinger! The palate is fresh and vibrant with fine tannin, plenty of grainy red berry
fruit mixed with cedar and bay leaf, with great conviction on the finish.

Cahors, Malbec, Château du Cèdre, Sud Ouest, France   2014  53     250
This is a big and bold wine, with copious quantities of layered fruit. It is almost black in colour, 
with chewy, rich black-fruit flavours filling the mouth. Full and firm in structure with substantial 
fine tannic grip..

Côtes Du Rhône Village, Cairanne, Domaine Les Hautes Cances, France  2015  43     200
Pungent aromas of blackberry, liquorice, smoked meat and violet. Sweet, musky and broad
with tangy acidity giving shape to the juicy black and blue fruit flavours. Finishes broad
and spicy, with firm tannins, and a meaty quality.

DESSERT                                 75ml

Sauternes, Château Bastor-Lamontagne, Bordeaux, France    2011   25
Subtle tropical fruit aromas mingling with kiwi fruit and even a hint of toffee apple. The
palate has a spicy entry with mint-tinged honeyed fruit that offers a touch of shaved
ginger on the aftertaste.

Offley Porto Late Bottled Vintage, Portugal   2015   25
Intense red-ruby colour and complex aromas, rich in spices such as pepper and cloves, with 
oaky notes of cigar boxes and cedar as well as ripe red berries. On the palate, it reveals its 
fine body and structure, a well-integrated acidity, with ripe red fruits and an extremely 
prolonged, exuberant finish.


